
Notice on Network Security ControlAppendix 4 

1. General Requirements                                                                                                                   
Exhibitors, constructors and service providers shall earnestly comply with the network security policies and guidelines 
of the People’s Republic of China and Shanghai Municipality, and strictly observe regulations, ordinances and 
provisions, including Cyber Security Law of the People’s Republic of China, Telecommunications Regulations of 
the People's Republic of China, Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress on Internet 
Security Protection, Computer Information Network and Internet Security Protection and Management Regulations, 
Provisions on the Technical Measures for the Protection of the Security of the Internet  as well as other relevant laws, 
regulations, administrative rules, and documents.

2. Access Instructions                                                                                                                   
2.1 There are two ways to access Internet at the site of CIIE: wired broadband connection and free public Wi-Fi. 

Users shall use their own network access devices (including routers, computers, smartphones, etc.).
2.2 Matters on network access to the broadband on the venue shall be handled as per the Internet application 

processes of the Organizers. The independent application for network access via any other channel is not 
allowed. For any network access via any unofficial channel without permission, the Organizers shall have the 
right to suspend network access. If the circumstance is serious, the Organizers will coordinate with relevant 
departments to investigate and treat relevant persons according to the law.

2.3 The Organizers shall have the right to use appropriate technologies to monitor network access. If any 
commercial activity is conducted through the network without permission (e.g., use of the wired broadband 
to build a cross-booth network or build a wireless network, etc.), the Organizers shall have the right to claim 
corresponding charges and take such measures as network outage and/or prohibition from access. 

2.4 Exhibitors, constructors or service providers shall not cause damage to any network facility or leased equipment 
inside the venue. Otherwise, they shall be liable to make corresponding compensations.

3. Safety Control                                                                                                                   
3.1 It is required to abide by the Internet security laws, public order and social ethics of the People’s Republic of 

China and shall not undermine the network security. They shall not use the Internet to endanger the national 
security, dignity and interest of the People’s Republic of China, instigate any attempt to subvert the state power 
of China, overthrow the socialist system or divide or disunify the country.

3.2 It is prohibited to use the Internet to advocate terrorism, extremism, racial hatred, discrimination, or spread 
violent or pornographic information; to fabricate or spread false information that may disrupt economic and social 
order; and to illegally access personal information of others or infringe on others’ reputation, privacy, intellectual 
property rights and other legitimate rights and interests, etc. 

3.3 In accordance with the cyber security laws of the People’s Republic of China, the staff members of the 
exhibitors, constructors and service providers that intend to access the Internet shall login to the network using 
their verified IDs and shall retain their user registration information, cooperate with concerned government 
departments if necessary, and provide relevant data.

3.4 Exhibitors, constructors or service providers shall use the network services appropriately and shall not create 
Wi-Fi hotspots without permission; in case there is any situation that may undermine the network security and 
operation, the Organizers shall have the right to terminate such users’ Internet access. 

3.5 As the network is partially open, exhibitors shall independently take precautions to protect their computers, 
update their operating systems and install security management and antivirus software, to prevent leakage or 
loss of any personal information; in case of any data leakage, they shall be liable for the consequences.

3.6 Any exhibitor intending to independently set up a large LED screen for presentation purposes shall appoint 
professional personnel to manage it; if the screen needs to be connected to the Internet, the exhibitor shall take 
appropriate precautions against hacking, tampering, interruption and unauthorized setting.

3.7 To ensure safe and successful operation of network services, the Organizers have the right to conduct network 
control and management in some sections during certain periods of time and adjust or disable certain network 
access ports (including securities, BT, Thunder, games, etc.) without prior notice.


